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MARTIN MANN

Cheer up! brave boys, the turn is here, We have them going never fear, The
We'll soon be back to kith and kin, No more to hear the battle's din, And

Kaiser and his Allies now are slowing. So keep it up and hit him hard; For
so well 'carry on,' all dangers scorn ing! Our sweet-hearts in our arms again, With

he is playing his last card, And day by day our victory is growing!
peace on earth goodwill to men, We'll eat our eggs at home on Easter morning!
CHORUS

A rum tum tum, a rum tum tum, We've got the Kaiser on the run; And

so we'll give old Willie lots of warning! The way that things are going now, Sure

everybody's knowing That we will eat our eggs at home on Easter morning!

(Shout)

May-be we will and may-be we won't! What do we care if we do or we don't? A morning
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YOU MUST HAVE THESE SONGS

Melodies that haunt you, harmonies that charm you, together with the best of paper and workmanship, have placed Thompson's Music in the lead. Clean stirring lyrics, set to beautiful music has gained them their prominent place in the best of homes. A determined purpose to give more than is expected for the money has won the confidence and esteem of the people.

Most progressive dealers have all of these songs constantly in stock. If yours has not, or if there is no dealer in your locality, send us 15c for each song, or $1.00 for any Seven Copies, post-paid.
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